EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLAN FOR THE OPERATIONS ON MORGAN STATE
UNIVERSITY CAMPUS

Local Jurisdiction: Baltimore City
State: Maryland
Applicant: Kiwi Campus Inc.

KIWIBOT PDD GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS:

KIWIBOT PDD Lights locations:

Emergency Response Plan
In case of an emergency, Kiwibot has qualified personnel. They will be located
in different strategic locations on the University campus. In any situation
requiring immediate assistance during the operation, the field operation will
be in the zone in less than 3 minutes to assist. This assistance could be but is
not limited to:
● Solving any problem with the robot.
● Stopping the robot.
● Picking up the robot for repair.
● Customer service.

It is worth mentioning that the robots have teleoperated assistance and
observation throughout their operation. It is capable of notifying the "Kiwi
Angels" of any incident that may arise. In the same way, the teleoperator
supervisors can control the vehicle in case of emergencies so that in case
there may be a mishap in the operation of this, and it is possible to stop the
PDD or even move it to remove it from the situation where it may be an
obstacle. Also, the university will provide Kiwibot with fire extinguishers for any
fire incident. The "Kiwi Angels" will use them when a risk situation appears.
Kiwibot has five cameras, two in the front being able to zoom, two on the
sides, and one in the back. With these five cameras, Kiwibot can understand
everything around his environment. Is always able to identify any traffic light
following the signals shown in the area. Also, in any situation, a particular
vehicle or emergency vehicle can move not to block or stop and let the car
cross. Also, in any work/construction zone, Kiwibot can recognize if it can cross
the area or will need help from field ops crossing or changing routes. Kiwibot's
PDD is capable of prioritizing the right of way for pedestrians. This maneuver
could be, but is not limited to: stopping the trajectory of the vehicle, slowing
the speed of the vehicle, or moving the vehicle into a safe space for the
pedestrian. Also, it can identify if the obstacle is temporary or not for future
decisions to optimize operations.
Kiwibot focuses on being the least hindered on the sidewalk by being the
smallest sidewalk robot in the market, where its small size makes any
pedestrian or wheelchair the priority by moving to the side, going to the
bushes, or moving back to let them pass.
The procedure to disable the PDD is straightforward. You must press the
bottom underneath the bot on the left side. A menu on the screen will appear

to give you the option to turn it off. Also, if you stand up in front of the bot, it
will stop because of the sensors.
All of our batteries are DC battery powered. We have battery protector 3000;
this means that A safety system was designed for parallel connection of
batteries, guaranteeing that the batteries do not allow reverse current and
reverse voltage, which could cause an overload of cells.
All of our robots will have a visible number that helps us identify them and the
number

of

customer

service

is

+1

831-292-5135;

email

customer.service@kiwibot.com to give support in any situation.
On the map, you can see the routes the robots would ideally take according
to the pickup points and drop-off points to make a safe and efficient
operation. We will follow the next steps if the city determines that we are
operating in a public space on the map. ( Image 1)
In case of a modification of the operation routes, Kiwibot will notify the
authorities. Suppose the modification of the operation routes means the use
of the public sidewalks or crosswalks. In that case, our field ops will personally
navigate the area with a robot supervisor who will accompany the PDD. After
completing 50 deliveries on that accompanied route, Kiwibot will share its
experiences, comments, and recommendations with the authorities. This is to
prove that the robot can operate by itself and is safe for the community.

Operations Map ( Image 1)
*This map represents the area where Kiwibot will operate during the contract.

